Antiferromagnet (AFM) spintronics have emerged as a fascinating research area and stimulated intense interest due to their potential for ultrafast and ultrahigh-density spintronics. [1] [2] [3] Much beyond the passive role of AFM as pinning layer, great efforts have been made in manipulating the AFM spins to realize the AFM-based memory resistors [3, 5] and tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance [6] [7] [8] . Experimental methods are successfully introduced including triggering partial rotation of AFM spins by neighbored FM, [6] [7] [8] reorientating spin axis of IrMn and FeRh through field cooling procedure, [3, 5] and mediating metamagnetic transition temperature of FeRh using ferroelectricity in BaTiO 3 via strain a) E-mail: songcheng@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn 2 transfer. [9, 10] Besides, spin-transfer torques in AFM induced by spin-polarized current have been theoretically predicted, [11] [12] [13] lack of direct detection from experiments.
Controlling magnetism by means of electric fields manifests great superiority for the future development of low power spintronics, and favorable progress has been made in ferromagnetic (FM) systems. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The electric-field-assisted reversible switching in magnetic tunnel junctions enables a greatly reduced current density of ~10 4 A cm −2 , much smaller than that of normal spin-transfer torque switching (~10 6 A cm −2 ), [19, 20] offering advantages towards energy-efficient devices. In contrast to FM, the spin structures in AFM are hard to probe since they exhibit no net magnetic moment as a single layer. Recently, electrical control of interfacial coupling has been successfully demonstrated in FM/AFM heterostructures containing multiferroic Cr 2 O 3 [21] or BiFeO 3 as the dielectric layer, [22] [23] [24] [25] through coupling between ferroelectricity and antiferromagnetism in the insulated AFM. However, for metallic AFM such as IrMn and FeMn, which plays an irreplaceable role in traditional spintronic devices, [1, 26, 27] direct electrical control remains challenging because of the screening effect by the surface charge. Generally, the manipulation is confined to a limited depth of atomic dimensions, which is insufficient to form a stable AFM exchange spring. Even for the recent report on the electric-field control of transformation between AFM and FM states in relatively thick FeRh film (22 nm), it is dominated by the strain effect from the BaTiO 3 substrate. [9] In this work, we specially adopt an ionic liquid as the dielectric gate to modulate the exchange spring in IrMn AFM with different thicknesses. Compared with conventional solid gate insulator, the electric double layer (EDL) transistor has been developed as a powerful device structure allowing an extremely high electric field effect and penetrating a deeper thickness. [18, [28] [29] [30] [31] Fortunately, the exchange spring in AFM is intimately based on the thickness, making the modulation more explicit. [7, 8] A direct observation of the adjustable 
. By applying a gate voltage, the cations and anions move respectively to the channel and the gate electrode. An EDL is formed over the channel surface to accumulate electron carriers (Figure 1b ). [18, 28] The freezing point of this ionic liquid is around 210 K, below which the electric field in EDL is conserved at the solid state even after removing the external voltage. [30, 31] Generally, the dielectric gate should be placed next to the modulated layer in order to generate a strong electric field effect. [28, 30, 31] Although the existence of HfO 2 in our experiment will weaken the electric field by adding an extra thickness of 2 nm to the original thickness of EDL, [32] the electric field effect generated here is still much larger than that of simply using traditional ~100 nm-thick dielectric layers. [18] As indicated in the insets of To verify the effect of V G on antiferromagnetic IrMn, we firstly investigate the AHE of the Hall devices, which reflects the magnetization properties of [Co/Pt]/IrMn at vertical fields (H), referring to the easy axis of Co/Pt. [33] In Figure 2a , the V G -dependent Hall resistance (R Hall ) curves when t = 3 nm are shown. The data were collected at 10 K after the field-cooling procedure, where a field of +10 kOe is applied to pin the interfacial spins and produce the 4 exchange bias. A strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the sample is obtained from the squared hysteresis loops in the inset of Figure 2a . Remarkably, the expanded scale of R Hall -H loops in Figure 2a present a close dependence of exchange bias on opposite sign of V G . In the initial state as V G = 0 V, a hysteresis loop featured with sharp reversal and clear bias towards negative fields is observed. Then we heat up the device to 300 K and apply a V G of −1.6 V for 30 min to sufficiently form a stable EDL on top of IrMn, [30] followed by a field cooling procedure and taking the measurements at 10 K. Surprisingly, the whole R Hall -H loop moves towards the negative H when V G is −1.6 V, which indicates an increasing magnitude of bias field (H E ) compared with that at 0 V. Afterwards, we apply a V G of +1.8 V at 300 K in the same way, the value of which is higher than −1.6 V to fully polarize the ionic liquid. In Given that the conductive metal generally has a screening effect on the electric field, [34] we now address the question whether the manipulation by gate voltage exists with increasing IrMn thickness. Figure 2c exhibits the V G -dependent AHE effect at 10 K for t = 5 nm. A larger exchange bias is observed due to the stronger exchange coupling between 5 nm-thick IrMn and Co/Pt (inset of Figure 2c ). Similar to that with 3 nm-thick IrMn, the negative V G also shifts the original R-H loops towards the direction of negative H, strengthening the exchange bias, and the positive V G affects oppositely. Despite the similar tendency in Figure   2b and 2d, the modulation of H E and H C by V G in 5 nm-thick IrMn is much smaller than that 5 in 3 nm-thick IrMn. When the thickness of IrMn increases to 8 nm, the electrical control of exchange bias does not work, even with V G up to 2.2 V. These thickness-dependent experiments clearly illustrate the electrical control of the exchange spring in AFM, which will be disscussed later.
We have explored the modulation of H E as a function of temperature to verify the electrical manipulation of AFM. In order to explicit the mechanism behind the electrical modulation varying with IrMn thicknesses, we should note that although the exchange bias is usually considered as an interfacial effect between FM and AFM, [35] the interfacial AFM spins are coupled tightly to the exchange spring in AFM. [35, 36] Remarkably, the change of H E and H C is probably ascribed to the electrical modulation of IrMn exchange spring, as discussed below. In general, the electric field-induced modification of metallic FM could be realized by changing the electron density at Fermi level E F , which determines the intrinsic magnetic properties, such as the magnetic moment and magnetic anisotropy. [34] While for AFM, although the net magnetization is zero as a whole taking the antiparallel spins into account, the electron density 6 at E F would affect the magnetic anisotropy of AFM, in analogy to the scenario of FM. The domain wall width δ W , in which an exchange-spring is formed, depends on the anisotropy
, where A AFM is the exchange stiffness. [7, 36] Their close relationship is also convinced by the different static and dynamic behaviors of exchange spring in IrMn and FeMn, which possess different K AFM . [36] It is then expected that the spin structure, especially the stability of exchange spring in IrMn is modified by V G , probably due to the change of magnetic property of Mn in IrMn through injecting (negative zero is recorded in Figure 4a . It is found that the resistance decreases sharply and reaches a nearly constant value after applying −2 V for 8 min. When the V G is set to zero, the effect of gate voltage still keeps although a slight resistance recovery is observed. Specifically, the created EDL under negative V G injects the free electrons into the bulk part of IrMn, thus adding the carriers which participate in the conduction. On the contrary, the gradual increase of the resistance when applying a V G of +2.2 V (Figure 4b ) is due to the extraction of charge carriers which accumulate at the interface of IrMn/HfO 2 ( Figure 1b) . Note that the migration of ions in ionic liquid is a dynamic process, which needs some time (several minutes) to form a stable EDL under V G . [30] Accordingly, the change of the resistance through injecting or extracting electrons, motivated by the electric field in EDL, also presents a gradual procedure.
The influence of ionic current could be excluded since nearly no leakage current is detected at It is generally accepted that the electric field could not penetrate into the bulk of traditional metals and is confined to a depth on the order of atomic dimensions, due to the screening effect. [34] However, it is not surprising that the exchange bias could still be changed by different V G when t is up to 5 nm (Figure 2c ), considering the following two aspects. On one hand, substantial electric-induced effects can be realized by using the EDL though injecting or extracting electrons from the film, and act on a deeper thickness. [30] This is evidenced by the modification of magnetism in 4 nm-thick FePt, [34] in contrast to a thickness of 1~2 atomic layer in La 0. [37]
Also, the higher resistivity of IrMn than traditional metal also induces wider modulation depth. On the other hand, the tunable exchange bias in 5 nm-thick IrMn further confirms the electrical modulation of exchange spring, since the electric-field effect is hard to reach the interface between Co/Pt and IrMn directly. As t increases from 3 nm to 5 nm, a more rigid exchange spring is created to stabilize the AFM moments as well as enhance the original exchange coupling (V G = 0 V). [7] In this case, the electrical modulation of exchange spring becomes harder and the shift of exchange bias is less. This is evidenced by the reduced electrical control of channel resistance in 5 nm-thick IrMn (Figure 4e ), since the conduction is contributed by the whole IrMn while the electric field only modulates part of IrMn. When it reaches 8 nm, comparable to the domain-wall width of IrMn (~7.8 nm), which is the upper limit for the formation of a complete exchange spring, [7, 8] the manipulation of IrMn by electric field is powerless and the interfacial spin behaviors are unchanged. As expected, the resistance of 8 nm-thick IrMn IrMn. [38, 39] For this control experiment, a 20 nm-thick YIG film was deposited on Gd 3 Ga 5 O 12 (GGG) substrate by pulsed laser deposition, followed by a IrMn layer (3 nm) grown by magnetron sputtering without breaking the vacuum. The Hall resistance by sweeping in-plane H which is perpendicular to the current I, so-called planar Hall effect (PHE), are displayed in the inset of Figure 5a . It is well known that the PHE has been emerged as an effective method of investigating the magnetization reversal of ferromagnetic film and exchange bias system. [33, 40] For a single IrMn layer deposited on Si/SiO 2 substrate, no recognizable PHE signals are observed, since IrMn exhibits zero net magnetization and the moments are hardly rotated by the external field. When coupled with ferromagnetic YIG processing in-plane easy axis of magnetization, the PHE curves of the IrMn layer ( Figure 5a ) enable us to experimentally probe the interfacial uncompensated spins due to the magnetic proximity effect between YIG and IrMn. [38] Corresponding magnetization loop of YIG/IrMn bilayer is depicted in Figure 5b . Despite the unresolvable ferromagnetic hysteresis signals of YIG in the raw data (inset of Figure 5b ), which are totally covered by the strong paramagnetic signals arising from GGG substrate at low temperature, [38] the loop in Figure 5b interface. [38] Thus, the comparison between PHE curves arising from IrMn and magnetization loop relevant to YIG confirms the coupling between them. An expanded scale of ±0.5 kOe is depicted in Figure 5 to see the details of the PHE at different V G . As expected, the negative V G Due to the surface tension and viscosity, a liquid film is spread with thinner edge, where the average thickness is estimated to be ~5 μm.
Magnetic Transport Measurement:
The Hall resistance and anisotropic magnetoresistance of the devices were measured by transverse R Hall and longitudinal R AMR respectively, using a physical property measurement system (PPMS), while a constant in-plane current of 500 μA was applied in the channel. 
